
Editor’s Day Event for the 2017 AGTA Spectrum Awards™ 

Throughout the day, it wasn’t unusual to hear, from across the bright spacious 

loft, an editor exclaim, “Oh my God, it really is Frankenstein! How 

cool is that!?” (in reference to a green chrome Tourmaline ring submitted by Jennifer 

Kellogg, one of 115 entries in the “Evening Wear” category 

of the 2017 AGTA Spectrum Awards™  competition.) Or 

to come across an editor who was flushed with ex-

citement over a mermaid ring she’d spotted (a rose gold 

and Morganite ring submitted in “Evening Wear by Manya 

Jewelers). Only to have another editor, two hours later, 

ask if that same 

mermaid ring was for sale! (Who knew 

so many people had a penchant for mermaids?!) 

Over the years, editors and social media 

influencers have come to look forward to 

an often-eccentric display of colorful creations 

at the Annual Editor’s Day event for 

the AGTA Spectrum Awards™ 

competition. Of course, everyone is curious to 

see who won, and it’s a great opportunity for 

speculation about the judges and their unique 

process and perspective. But they’re just as 

excited about combing the long white tables, 

looking for something that pops out to them 

and captures their imagination.

It could be the color of a gemstone, or the 

combinations of colors in a piece, or a piece 

that tells a whole story in color and precious 

metal. Whatever it is, the attending media get 

a jolt of creativity and inspiration, and it’s a 

delight to watch creative people enjoying the artistry and creativity of other creative people!

This year, the Spectrum team decided to give attending media even more room to play and get creative. With a 

lush, vibrant “Color Courtyard” of succulents, cacti and grass (fully inspired by Loren Nicole’s “Instagram 

Playground”), editors were invited to make use of multiple backdrops to take artistic images to post on social 

media using the #AGTASpectrum17 hashtag. Unlike a lot of press days, where journalists rush through 

and snap quick pictures of a few pieces before heading to their next market appointment, the media who 

attend Spectrum Editor’s Day take their time looking through all of the submissions and stock-piling photogra-

phy for use on social media in the coming months. 

From Benjamin Guttery of Third Coast Gems, to Catherine Davis from Hearst Design Group to 

Paula Lee of O Magazine, editors and influencers 

came from near and far to explore this year’s sub-

missions, each drawn to something that struck them 

on a personal level, each utilizing the platform to 

make predic-

tions about 

what is going 

to be trending in the coming seasons. And throughout it all, each of the 

50+ attending media were agonizing over their choice 

for Editor’s Choice Awards, which ultimately went to Mark Loren for a 

stunning pair of gold earrings featuring Agate Druzy slices, Tourmalines, 

Topaz, Amethysts and Diamonds. 

While there are many elements 

that go into the planning and execution of the AGTA Spectrum 

Awards™ each year, including requesting, organizing and securing 

submissions, selecting the judging panel and handling all of their travel 

arrange ments, renting the venue, tables, chairs, arranging catering, 

arranging for security (phew!), there is no doubt that the Editor’s 

Day is a highlight of the competition. It’s also the mo-

ment, for that one day in a gorgeous, sun-drenched loft overlooking 

the Hudson River in Manhattan, that each of the entries are allowed 

to shine.   By Michelle Orman, Last Word Communications


